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Abstract

Spike cameras, a novel neuromorphic visual sensor, can
capture full-time spatial information through spike stream,
offering ultra-high temporal resolution and an extensive dy-
namic range. Autofocus control (AC) plays a pivotal role
in a camera to efficiently capture information in challeng-
ing real-world scenarios. Nevertheless, due to disparities
in data modality and information characteristics compared
to frame stream and event stream, the current lack of effi-
cient AC methods has made it challenging for spike cam-
eras to adapt to intricate real-world conditions. To ad-
dress this challenge, we introduce a spike-based autofo-
cus framework that includes a spike-specific focus measure
called spike dispersion (SD), which effectively mitigates the
influence of variations in scene light intensity during the
focusing process by leveraging the spike camera’s ability
to record full-time spatial light intensity. Additionally, the
framework integrates a fast search strategy called spike-
based golden fast search (SGFS), allowing rapid focal posi-
tioning without the need for a complete focus range traver-
sal. To validate the performance of our method, we have
collected a spike-based autofocus dataset (SAD) contain-
ing synthetic data and real-world data under varying scene
brightness and motion scenarios. Experimental results on
these datasets demonstrate that our method offers state-of-
the-art accuracy and efficiency. Furthermore, experiments
with data captured under varying scene brightness levels
illustrate the robustness of our method to changes in light
intensity during the focusing process.
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1. Introduction

The spike camera is an innovative neuro-inspired visual
sensor developed based on the sampling mechanism of the
fovea centralis region in primate retinas [1], providing ex-
ceptionally high temporal resolution and a broad dynamic
range. This makes it well-suitable for various tasks in
high-speed imaging [2] and computational vision [1], such
as optical flow estimation [3], depth estimation [4], super-
resolution [5], and object tracking [6]. The success of these
tasks relies heavily on the camera’s capability to capture
reliable information, a factor significantly influenced by
the camera’s focusing performance. Generally, images
obtained at the focused position contain clearer texture
information compared to those at defocused positions
(Fig. 1d). A robust autofocus control (AC) is crucial for
enabling the spike camera to achieve reliable perception in
high-speed motion scenarios.
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Figure 1. (a) A spike camera is equipped with a varifocal lens con-
trolled by the control system, and can continuously record varia-
tions in scene illumination, emitting spike at a specific frequency.
(b) The temporal changes in scene illumination, which determine
the spike emission frequency of the spike camera, typically exhibit
fluctuations. (c) The proposed spike-based measure and spike-
based focus search methods can still perform well in scenarios
with fluctuations in scene illumination. (d) The intensity of light at
the defocused position is higher compared to the focused position,
and the focused spike image is sharper and more informative than
the defocused one.
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Traditional focus methods for frame-based cameras
mainly rely on specific features of frame images, roughly
divided into two categories: Spatial features [7–11]
and frequency domain features [12–20]. As for event
cameras, focusing methods are primarily categorized
into frame-based (extended to reconstruction images
from events [21–23]) and event-based [24] approaches.
However, due to the differences in data modality and
information characteristics compared to frame and event
data, existing focusing methods cannot be directly applied
to spike cameras. Moreover, these methods usually assume
that scene light intensity is stable, posing challenges for
their application in complex real-world scenarios. To
develop an autofocus method suitable for spike cameras
while being resistant to light intensity disturbances, several
factors need to be considered:(1)Focus measure function.
Existing focus measure functions, whether based on frames
or event streams, can only be applied to their respective data
modalities and cannot be directly applied to spike streams.
(2)Data modality. Distinguished from image data and
event streams, spike streams offer high temporal resolution
while retaining rich spatial texture information. (3)Noise.
Similar to event streams, spike streams also include noise
information that is difficult to filter out. (4)Data sizes.
Due to the rich spatio-temporal information contained in
spike streams, they have higher data throughput compared
to event streams, making them more challenging in terms
of real-time focusing. (5)Full-time perception of light
intensity. Given that the spike streams provide continuous
recording of light intensity in space, leveraging this feature
holds the promise of addressing significant challenges
introduced by variations in the scene illumination during
the focusing period for focus measure.

The intuitive approach is to reconstruct spike streams
into images [25–29], enabling direct application to tradi-
tional frame-based autofocus methods. However, some
noise and additional reconstruction time can undermine the
accuracy and real-time requirements of the focusing pro-
cess. On the other hand, the reconstruction process still
poses similar challenges in real-world scenarios with fluc-
tuations in light intensity (Fig. 1b). Additionally, learning-
based reconstruction is often time-consuming, computing
resources consuming and challenging to meet the high ef-
ficiency required for autofocus. To address these chal-
lenges, we have developed a spike-based autofocus frame-
work. Firstly, we have developed a first spike-based focus
measure leveraging the statistics of spike dispersion (SD).
This measure effectively scores the spike stream at different
focal positions, and mitigates the impact of changing illumi-
nation during the focusing process (Fig. 1c). Secondly, we
propose a spike-based golden fast search (SGFS) approach,

which, in combination with our focus measure and the cycle
of the AC system (Fig. 1a), accurately positions the optimal
focus without the need to traverse all focal positions. SGFS
exhibits consistent parameters across different search inter-
vals, enabling robust and rapid focusing in complex scenar-
ios, such as fluctuations or continuous changes in light in-
tensity. In summary, our contributions can be summarized
in three main aspects:
• We propose a novel spike-based focus measure, referred

to as spike dispersion (SD), for scoring the spike stream
at different focal positions. This measure is characterized
by its efficiency, ease of implementation, and robustness
against variations in light intensity and noise.

• Integrating our spike-based focus measure and leveraging
the real-time feedback from the control system, we pro-
pose a robust and efficient method to accurately locate the
optimal focal position for spike cameras without the need
to traverse all focal positions. Moreover, it may even be
possible to skip the position initialization step in each fo-
cusing process.

• We have collected a dataset for spike-based autofocus
(SAD), which includes synthetic and real data across vari-
ous scenarios involving variations in scene brightness and
motion. We performed comprehensive evaluations and
comparisons on the SAD dataset.

2. Related Work
Focus measure. The existing focus measures can be
broadly categorized into two types: (i) Frame-based focus
measure. Frame-based focus measures can be roughly clas-
sified into four categories: gradient-based methods [7, 9,
10, 30], statistical-based methods [8, 9, 31–33], correlation-
based methods [34], and transform-based methods [12–20].
Additionally, there is a recent trend of introducing methods
based on deep learning [35, 36]. However, all these methods
are designed for image-specific data modality. In contrast,
spike streams, being binary array stream outputs rather than
images, pose a challenge for the direct application of the
frame-based focus measures. (ii)Event-based focus mea-
sure. There are two main focus measures for event cam-
eras. The most straightforward approach is to apply frame-
based focus measures directly to the reconstructed images
from events [26–28]. However, these methods are either
susceptible to noise or challenging to achieve real-time re-
construction on devices with limited computing resources,
thus restricting their universal applications in all scenar-
ios. To address these issues, Lin et al. proposed an event-
based focus measure [24] from another perspective, called
event rate (ER). It directly leverages the characteristics of
events themselves, demonstrating excellent computational
efficiency and noise robustness. However, it is a challenge
for event stream in applications involving scenes with in-
tensity changes due to the lack of complete recorded inten-
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sity information. Therefore, there is still a significant de-
mand for focus measures that leverage the intrinsic features
of spike-based data and can effectively address challenges
posed by variations in light intensity.
Search Methods. The rapid search method combines the
results of the focus measure to achieve the optimal focal
position. Traditional frame-based search methods typically
entail systematically traversing various focal positions, cap-
turing images at each location to generate a sequence of
images reflecting variations in focus. Subsequently, these
images are scored based on a focus measure, and search al-
gorithms [37–41] are then applied to identify the position
associated with the highest score, which indicates the op-
timal focal position. However, these methods work with
image sequences that contain rich information, with each
pixel containing extensive grayscale information. In con-
trast, neuromorphic cameras typically capture sparse and
discrete information. Based on the characteristics of event
data, Lin et al. proposed the event-based golden search
(EGS) algorithm [24], which significantly mitigates the im-
pact of noise on search results, demonstrating higher search
efficiency and accuracy. Nevertheless, their autofocus pro-
cess still involves scanning through all focal positions, re-
sulting in data redundancy and prolonged autofocus time.
Spike streams also come with a significant amount of noise.
Hence, a search strategy similar to EGS can be employed,
but there is still room for optimization based on the specific
characteristics of the spike streams.
Spike-based image reconstruction. A naive autofocus
method for spike streams involves applying frame-based fo-
cus measures directly to the reconstructed images from the
spike streams. Several recent works have provided support
for this method. Zhu et al. [26] proposed directly recov-
ering light intensity from the statistical features of spike
streams, introducing two typical reconstruction methods,
namely, texture from playback (TFP) and texture from ISI
(TFI). Zheng et al. [25] and Zhu et al. [28] also introduced
reconstruction algorithms inspired by biological principles,
leading to an enhancement in the quality of reconstruc-
tion. However, these methods often encounter a trade-off
between noise and motion blur. End-to-end convolutional
neural networks [29] have achieved remarkable reconstruc-
tion quality, but they depend on extensive labelled datasets,
often involving intricate and time-consuming steps. More-
over, there is a potential challenge related to generaliza-
tion, as the method may not adequately cover complex
real-world scenarios. Chen et al. [42] further developed a
self-supervised method to achieve high-quality reconstruc-
tion. However, neural networks still require significant
computational resources, making it challenging for appli-
cations with limited computing power, such as mobile de-
vices. Hence, the development of efficient autofocus meth-
ods based on the intrinsic characteristics of spike streams

remains paramount.

3. Preliminaries
3.1. Problem Formulation

Cameras typically comprise a lens system, where parallel
light converges to a point known as the focal point. The
distance from the focal point to the centre of the lens is
termed the focal length, denoted as f . The distance from
the lens centre to the imaging object is referred to as the
object distance u, while the distance from the lens centre
to the imaging sensor is called the image distance v. Lens
systems are often simplified as thin lenses, and the imaging
model adheres to the following equation:

1

u
+

1

v
=

1

f
(1)

The focusing process essentially involves adjusting the fo-
cal position Γ (t) by moving the lens, simultaneously alter-
ing the relationship between the object distance and image
distance until it satisfies Eq. (1). At this point, the corre-
sponding position is considered the optimal focal position
Γ (t∗). When Γ (t) is not equal to v, defocusing occurs, and
this can be typically quantified by the value of σ = Γ(t)−v.
In the specific focusing process, the autofocus system shifts
the lens along a designated search path, concurrently gath-
ering time-synchronized data as feedback to minimize σ.
Spike-based autofocus (SAF) utilizes spike streams with
rich spatial and temporal information, bringing the possi-
bility of mitigating the effects of light intensity fluctuations.
SAF can estimate the optimal focal position by solving the
equation:

Γ (t∗) = argmax
t

Ψs (Qs(t,∆t), t) (2)

where Ψs represents the spike-based focus measure func-
tion, Qs represents the spike-based intensity sequence sam-
pled during the focusing movement. In contrast to the light
intensity difference sampling mode of event cameras, spike
cameras are developed based on an integration sampling ap-
proach. The sampled results in Qs consist of a set of spike
image sequences

{
st : t ∈

[
t− ∆t

2 , t+ ∆t
2

]}
, mainly con-

trolled by sampling time and intervals. Each spike frame
has a size of w × h, where w represents the width of the
sensor’s pixel and h represents the height of the sensor’s
pixel.

3.2. Spike Formation Model

The sensor of the spike camera comprises an array of H×W
pixels, where each pixel asynchronously integrates photons
in the spatial domain. The photodiode then converts the
photocurrent Ix into the voltage Vx on capacitance Cp.
Once the voltage Vx reaches a predefined threshold ϑ, it
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triggers the output of a spike while simultaneously resetting
the photodiode. The entire process can be formulated as
follows:

1

Cp

∫ t+∆t

t

Ixdt ≥ ϑ (3)

where ∆t represents the integration period time. It can be
derived that the firing frequency of spikes is proportional
to the light intensity, where higher brightness results in a
higher frequency of spikes.

4. Methods
4.1. Power measure

The fundamental representation of power measure pertains
to describing the power of electrical circuit components.
Taking a resistor R as an example, when voltage U(t)
passes through the resistor, the instantaneous power is de-
fined as U(t)2/R and the overall average power is defined
as follows:

P =
1

T

∫ T

0

U(t) ∗A(t)dt (4)

where A(t) = U(t)
R . The power can primarily be divided

into the direct current (DC) component and the alternating
current (AC) component [7]. The AC component primar-
ily considers the power with the temporal variation of U(t),
reflecting the stability of the system. Inspired by this, a
similar image power measure based on the AC component
has been proposed in traditional frame-based focusing ap-
proaches [7], which can be defined as:

Mi =
1

N

∑
x∈Ω

(G(x)− u)2 (5)

where Mi is frame-based focus measure, G(x) is the pixel
value at position x = (x, y) in the image, N is the num-
ber of pixels in the image and u is the mean intensity of
the image. During the focusing process, the power of the
DC component is generally considered to remain relatively
constant, while the AC component tends to increase as the
focus gradually improves. By leveraging this characteristic,
frame-based focusing methods can employ optimization to
locate the optimal focal position. However, for the spike
camera, it remains an open challenge to find an efficient
spike-based measure to measure spike streams.

4.2. Spike-based Focus Measure: Spike dispersion

The spike-based focus measure primarily aims to efficiently
quantify and score spike streams captured at different focal
positions. However, traditional methods like gradient-based
measures or event-based measures such as event rate, can
only be applied to specific data modalities and are not

directly applicable to spike data. Although recent learning-
based approaches can effectively reconstruct images
from spike streams, these processes are time-consuming
and demand substantial computational resources. As a
solution to this difficulty, Zhu et al. [26] proposed TFP
method approximates intensity by directly accumulating
spike streams, enabling rapid reconstruction. However, as
discussed in [42], it faces challenges in balancing between
noise and motion blur, making it difficult to apply to
challenging real-world scenarios.

To address these challenges, we propose employing
spike dispersion (SD) as a spike-based focus measure. In-
spired by the concept of AC power in circuits, spike dis-
persion measures the AC component in the overall power
on the sensor. SD only requires straightforward calcula-
tions on the spike streams without need for additional re-
construction into image-type data. Due to the continuous
spatial-temporal recording capability of the spike stream, it
theoretically can recover the light intensity information at
any given moment. By leveraging this feature, SD can ef-
fectively withstand challenges posed by variations in light
intensity in the scene. Our proposed SD primarily calcu-
lates the normalized AC component of the overall power on
the sensor within a time interval ∆t, expressed as:

Rs(t,∆t) =
1

u2

∑
x∈Ω

(∫ t+∆t/2

t−∆t/2

Sx(t)dt− u

)2

(6)

where u = 1
N

∑
x∈Ω

∫ t+∆t/2

t−∆t/2
Sx(t)dt is the average power

within the time interval ∆t. Sx(t) is the spike value at posi-
tion x = (x, y) at the time t. We will provide a detailed ex-
planation of why SD is an effective spike-based focus mea-
sure. In Eq. (3), it is generally assumed that the light inten-
sity remains constant within the small interval ∆t, thereby
making Ix approximately be a constant. We can obtain the
approximate voltage for a pixel at x = (x, y) by:

Ux,t =
1

Cp
(Ix,t ×∆t) ≈ ϑ

∫ t+∆t

t

Sx(t)dt (7)

where Sx(t) is the spike value at position x = (x, y) at the
time t, Ix,t is the photocurrent in the interval ∆t at the time
t. Based on Eq. (4), we can further derive the average power
for a pixel as:

Px,t = Ux,t ∗ Ix,t = Ix,t × ϑ

∫ t+∆t

t

Sx(t)dt (8)

By changing the interval from [t, t+∆t] to [t−∆t/2, t+
∆t/2], the average power Pu,t on the sensor at time t can
be expressed as:

Pu,t =
Ix,t × ϑ

N

∑
x∈Ω

∫ t+∆t/2

t−∆t/2

Sx(t)dt (9)
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where N is the number of pixels on the sensor. According
to the Eq. (5), a similar spike-based power measure Ms can
be derived:

Ms =
1

N

∑
x∈Ω

(Px,t − Pu,t)
2

=
(Ix,t × ϑ)

2

N

∑
x∈Ω

(
Sx,∆t(t)−

1

N

∑
x∈Ω

Sx,∆t(t)

)2

(10)
where Sx,∆t(t) =

∫ t+∆t/2

t−∆t/2
Sx(t)dt. however, Ix,t is corre-

lated with the light intensity of the scene. Its presence leads
to the disturbance of the AC component by the light inten-
sity, making it challenging to cope with actual fluctuations
in the scene’s light intensity. Therefore, we divided Eq. (10)
by the power of Eq. (9), thereby eliminating the influence of
light intensity, expressed as:

MS

Pu,t
2
=

1
N

∑
x∈Ω

(
sx,∆t(t)− 1

N

∑
x∈Ω Sx,∆t(t)

)2(
1
N

∑
x∈Ω Sx,∆t(t)

)2
(11)

Letting u = 1
N

∑
x∈Ω Sx,∆t(t), Eq. (11) can be further ex-

pressed as:

Ms

Pu,t
2
=

1
N

∑
x∈Ω

(∫ t+∆t/2

t−∆t/2
Sx(t)dt− u

)2
u2

∝ Rs(t,∆t)

(12)
According to Eq. (12), Rs(t,∆t) is proportional to the AC
component of power on the sensor. implying that SD can
effectively characterize the variations in the AC power. As
mentioned in Sec. 4.1, the AC component of power is typi-
cally maximal at the focal position. Due to the proportional
relationship between SD and the AC component, SD also
reaches its maximum at the focal position. Therefore, SD
can serve as an effective spike-based focus measure, com-
puted as:

Ψs (Qs(t,∆t), t)
def
=⇒ Rs(t,∆t) (13)

4.3. Optimization

Given the spike-based focus measure in Eq. (13), we can
identify the optimal focal position by solving the problem
in Eq. (2). During optimization, we mainly introduce three
approaches. The first is the most primitive method that
requires a manual choice of ∆t to compute SD and then
is an extension of the EAF method to the spike stream.
The last is our proposed SGFS method, incorporating the
advantages of EAF but with higher efficiency.
Naive SAF with Manually Chosen ∆t. According to
Eq. (6), once ∆t is determined, we can calculate the
focus score at any given moment t. Based on this feature,
combined with real-time feedback from the focus traversal

Figure 2. (a) Our spike-based autofocus system initiates without
any initial data, and then, (b) employing real-time computed SD,
it determines whether to continue data collection at the current
position without the need to traverse all focal positions. (c) Upon
meeting the stopping criteria, we employ a method similar to EGS
to search within the collected data for the optimal focal position,
and (d) adjust the lens accordingly.

process, we can rapidly identify the moment t with the
maximum focus score as the optimal t∗. The detailed
algorithmic process is outlined in [24].
EAF extend to SAF. To eliminate the impact of the ∆t
parameter chosen in EAF, Lin et al. [24] proposed the
Event-based golden Search (EGS) algorithm, which can
adaptively adjust the ∆t parameter during the search
process, significantly mitigating the influence of noise on
the focusing process. This algorithm can also be extended
to SAF. The process rapidly identifies the optimal focal
position while mitigating the impact of noise. However,
it involves traversing all focal positions each time and
requires initializing the lens position during each focusing
process, thus increasing the time consumption of the
focusing process.
SAF with real-time feedback. To fully leverage the
real-time feedback performance of the AC system while
eliminating the impact of noise, we developed the spike-
based golden fast search (SGFS) based on the event-based
golden search (EGS) [24]. SGFS allows for adaptive pa-
rameter adjustment while efficiently utilizing the available
time during the traversal process for computation and
feedback optimization, as shown in Fig. 2.

The overall algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.
The key difference is that SGFS incorporates real-time feed-
back calculations, which enables the focus system to more
quickly locate the optimal focal position without travers-
ing all possible focal positions. During the focus traversal
process, the subsequent focal positions can be determined
as defocused positions without further traversal, when the
overall energy dissipation decreases. Furthermore, by com-
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paring the change in energy dissipation at the initial posi-
tion, the system could better determine the direction of fo-
cus traversal without requiring a position initialization step.

Algorithm 1 : Spike-based Golden Fast Search (SGFS)

Input: threshold u, golden ratio α, control period tc.
Output: Optimal focal position Γ(t∗)

1: T = 0;
2: repeat
3: T = T + tc; t1 = αT/2; t2 = T −αT/2; ∆t = αT ;
4: until Ψs(Qs(t1,∆t), t) < Ψs(Qs(t2,∆t), t)
5: T1 = T − αT/2; T2 = T ; T = T2 − T1;
6: t∗ = EGS(u, α, T1, T2);

5. Experiments
5.1. The Spike-based Autofocus Dataset

Synthetic Dataset: The synthetic data primarily comes
from the camel and crossroad datasets in [29], representing
static and dynamic scenes, respectively. To generate syn-
thetic data, we extracted frames capturing the focus varia-
tion process from videos and linearly interpolated them to
create 20,000 frames. Subsequently, we simulated spike
streams using the methods outlined in [43], adjusting the
intensity relationships between input frames to generate
spike streams for scenarios with varying illumination con-
ditions.

Figure 3. Examples of the spike-based autofocus dataset. Our
dataset contains spike streams captured in various scenes and con-
ditions.

Real-world Dataset: The real-world data primarily em-
ployed spike cameras mentioned in [43], mounted on an
electric microscope for capturing microscopic data and di-
rectly connected to adjustable-focus lenses for capturing

macroscopic data. Microscopic data was captured by elec-
trically controlling the objective-to-sample distance, while
macroscopic data was obtained by manually adjusting the
adjustable focus lenses. Some samples are depicted in
Fig. 3. The dynamics of the microscopic scene were
achieved by controlling the electric displacement platform’s
movement. In the macroscopic scenario, the bottle naturally
involved the movement of bubbles, while the fan was capa-
ble of rapid rotation. In the USAF scenario, datasets for
three lighting conditions were captured by controlling the
intensity changes of the microscope: constant, continuous
variation, and fluctuations. Other samples were captured in
normal environmental settings.

5.2. Quantitative Results of SD on Simulation Data

To validate the theoretical performance of the spike-based
focus measure, we initially experimented with simulated
data. In this experiment, the spike-based focus measure was
compared with frame-based measures (including gradient-
based and MF-DCT [16]), as well as the direct extension
of ER [24] to the spike stream. The frame-based measures
were computed based on TFP reconstruction for efficiency.
The accumulated values within a certain time interval on
the sensor can reflect the trend of changes in scene light
intensity. In all subsequent experiments, we utilize these
accumulated values to characterize the variation in scene
light intensity. We simulated three common light inten-
sity scenarios on simulated data: constant, continuous vari-
ations, and sudden fluctuations. In these three scenarios,
the curves of normalized focus scores with changes in fo-
cal position for different focus measures are illustrated in
Fig. 4. In static scenes (“Constant” column in Fig. 4(a)), all
three methods perform well when the light intensity is con-
stant. However, in dynamic scenes (“Constant” column in
Fig. 4(b)), MF-DCT and ER fail to function properly. Dur-
ing the focusing process with continuous changes in light
intensity, the dominant influence on the measurement re-
sults for methods other than SD is the impact of light in-
tensity changes, rather than the effect of focusing changes.
This poses a challenge for these focusing measures to op-
erate effectively in such scenarios. Although SD may be
influenced to some extent, it generally remains within a
functional range, as shown in the “Continuous variations”
column in Fig. 4. In scenes with light intensity fluctuations,
except for SD, other methods are completely unable to func-
tion properly. Fluctuations in light intensity can completely
disrupt the original trends of measurement methods with
changes in focal position. SD, however, works effectively in
this scenario, as demonstrated in the “Sudden changes” col-
umn in Fig. 4. We also present results under varying light
intensity levels in the supplementary materials, demonstrat-
ing similar results.
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Figure 4. Focus scores in simulation data (including static (a) and
dynamic (b) scenes, along with variations in light intensity) of
the proposed spike-based focus measure, e.g., the spike dispersion
(SD), the frame-based focus measure e.g., gradient-based and MF-
DCT [16], and extension of ER [24] to spike stream. SD performs
well in all scenarios, while other methods may face challenges in
specific situations, particularly in scenes with light intensity fluc-
tuations, where only SD remains effective.

5.3. Quantitative Results of SD on Real-world Data

To comprehensively validate the performance of the focus
measure on real-world data, we captured focusing scenes
under an electrically controlled microscope on the USAF
sample. The dataset includes scenes that are completely
consistent with the simulated data, comprising two scenes
(static and dynamic) and three lighting conditions (constant,
continuous variations, and sudden fluctuations). In vari-
ous scenarios, the curves of normalized focus scores with
changes in focal position under different focus measures
are shown in Fig. 5. When the scene brightness is constant,
all methods can achieve good measurement performance, as
shown in the ”Constant ” column of Fig. 5. However, in a
static scene with low light intensity (“Constant” column in
Fig. 5(a)), an increase in noise and relatively less structural
information in reconstructed images may lead to a decline in
frame-based measurement performance, and gradient-based
methods may even fail to operate effectively. In a scenario
with continuous changes in scene brightness (”Continuous
variations ” column of Fig. 5), similar to the simulation re-
sults, MF-DCT and ER are significantly affected by changes

in light intensity, rendering them ineffective. Gradient-
based methods also experience some impact but still exhibit
good performance. In contrast, SD consistently maintains
robust performance. (”Continuous variations ” column of
Fig. 5(b)). In scenes with fluctuations in scene brightness,
methods other than SD completely fail to function properly,
and in some cases, they exhibit a reverse trend in this sce-
nario. However, SD consistently demonstrates good perfor-
mance, as shown in the ”Sudden changes” column of Fig. 5.
The results demonstrate that SD effectively mitigates the
impact of scene lighting changes on focusing performance.
Results regarding additional light intensity variations can be
found in the supplementary materials, demonstrating con-
sistent performance.

5.4. Comparison of SGFS and EGS

To further analyse the performance of our proposed method
in real-world data, we compared spike-based focus mea-
sures with frame-based measures (including gradient-based

Figure 5. Focus scores in the USAF data (including static (a) and
dynamic (b) scenes, along with variations in light intensity) of
the proposed spike-based focus measure, e.g., the spike dispersion
(SD), the frame-based focus measure e.g., gradient-based and MF-
DCT [16], and extension of ER [24] to spike stream. The arrows
with numerical markings indicate the predicted focusing position,
while the ground truth values correspond to the GT values in the
top right corner. SD performs well in all scenarios, while other
methods may face challenges in specific situations, particularly in
scenes with light intensity fluctuations, where only SD remains ef-
fective.
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Figure 6. Focus scores in the microscopic data (Lily Anther Sec-
tion (a)) and macroscopic data (Fan (b)) data of the proposed
spike-based focus measure, e.g., the spike dispersion (SD), the
frame-based focus measure e.g., gradient-based and MF-DCT
[16], and extension of ER [24] to spike stream. In the final row
of the figure, the arrows with numerical markings indicate the pre-
dicted focusing position, while the ground truth values are marked
by the GT values in the rows above. SD performs well in all sce-
narios, However, since this focusing process involves continuous
changes in light intensity, other methods still face challenges in
these scenes.

and MF-DCT [16]) and the direct extension of ER [24] to
spike streams (Fig. 6(a,b)). Additionally, we evaluated the
performance of our SGFS search method in comparison to
EGS [24] (Fig. 7). For the real-world data from the lily
anther section and fan scenarios, the fluctuations in light in-
tensity resembled scenes with continuous changes. In such
cases, MF-DCT and ER are almost dominated by changes in
light intensity and fail to function properly. Gradient-based
methods also exhibited instability, being affected by varia-
tions in light intensity. In contrast, SD outperforms other
methods, demonstrating superior robustness to both light
intensity and noise (Fig. 6(a-b)). SD+SFGS demonstrates
outstanding performance, wherein SFGS, through the in-
tegration of real-time computed SD and leveraging prior
knowledge, effectively stop the traversal process at the ap-
propriate position without the need to traverse all focal po-
sitions. The left column of Fig. 7(a-b) shows the position
where the traversal could be stopped, indicated by the red
dot. The stopping position is typically close to the optimal
focal position. Subsequently, Continuing with a method
similar to EGS, we further searched for the optimal focal
position within the previously traversed locations. Its con-
vergence speed is faster than the global traversal of EGS,
typically being more than twice as fast, as shown in the right
column of Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b). We have also included
comparison results for additional samples in the supplemen-

tary material.

Figure 7. Performance comparison of SGFS and EGS in the
macroscopic data (Bottle (a)) and microscopic data (Cardiac Mus-
cle Section (b)). The blue dashed line in the final row of the figure
represents the actual focusing position. The left column of (a) and
(b) shows the focus scores of SD and the real-time feedback SD
(SD-RT) during the direct traversal of focal positions. According
to the SD-RT results, the traversal can be stopped at the position
of the red dot, which implies that data collection is unnecessary
for the grey area. Subsequently, the optimal focal position is de-
termined using the similar EGS method. The right column of (a)
and (b) illustrates the changes in focal positions during the search
process. Compared to the global search of EGS, SGFS converges
more quickly, typically at twice the speed of EGS.

6. Conclusion and Discussion

In this paper, we propose the first spike-based solution for
automatic focusing tasks, comprising a simple and efficient
focusing measure robust to changes in light intensity, re-
ferred to as spike dispersion (SD), and a spike-based golden
search (SGFS) that rapidly locates the optimal focal posi-
tion without the need to traverse all focal positions. We
also collected a dataset containing simulated and real-world
data under various lighting conditions and motion scenar-
ios. Both the simulated and captured data confirm that our
approach can achieve spike camera focusing in complex
real-world scenes, particularly in scenarios with light inten-
sity fluctuations.
Limitations. Addressing the issue of focusing on a scene
with multiple targets typically requires the integration of
target detection and recognition technologies. Our method
is an initial exploration focused solely on automatic focus-
ing with spike cameras, yet its performance in such complex
scenarios is currently subpar. we plan to extend our method
for a wider range of scene requirements in future work.
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